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Ex. 1 Look at the words and translate them into Russian 
https://quizlet.com/305118457/english-advanced-lesson-02-relations-flash-cards/?new  
 
Ex. 2 Choose the correct answer  
1 Everyone said they had…  themselves at the wedding. 
A enjoyed B impressed 
C pleased D excited 
 
2 Mary seems to go out with a different … of friends almost every night. 
A group B band 
C company D collection 
 
3 People can become very … when they are stuck in traffic for a long time. 
A nervous B bad-tempered 
C stressful D pressed 
 
4 More and more people are living into … age and it's a serious social problem. 
A high B ancient  
C far D old 
 
5 Stephanie seems to be very... with her classmates. 
A likeable B famous 
C known D popular 
 



6 Most … people have no idea what it's like to be famous.  
A usual B ordinary  
C typical D medium  
 
7 When my parents got divorced, my best friend was very… and listened to all my problems. 
 A likeable B amusing  
C sympathetic D enjoyable.  
 
8 Rita's very … and easily gets upset when people criticize her.  
A level-headed B sensitive  
C sensible D open-minded  
 
9 Police were called in when the … of people began to get violent.  
A crowd B company  
C audience D herd  
 
10 My dad says he once met Robbie Williams when he was still …  
A unknown B hidden  
C infamous D unrelated  
 
 
Ex. 3  Write a phrasal verb in the correct form to replace the words in brackets.  
1 The doctor said that the old woman had (died) peacefully in her sleep.  
2 I always (support) my brother when he gets into trouble. 
3 Tony seems to have really (fallen in love with) Vanessa.  
4 Mark is such a bully and (treats badly) the younger boys at school.  
5 I was (surprised) when Michaela said I'd hurt her feelings.   
6 Richard finally met the woman of his dreams and (got married and started to live quietly) in 
Australia.  
7 I saw Mrs. Khan in the center of town and she (asked for news about) you.  
 
Ex 4 Rewrite these sentences to give the opposite meaning.  
1 Rick and his sister (shared the same opinion on) a lot of things.   
2 Her affection for Andrew has (grown stronger) lately. I expect they'll (get engaged).   
3 Our relationship (stayed firm) because we (always) understood each other  
4. I think Ellen and Mark are going to (get engaged) soon. They had a (sweet talk) yesterday. 
5. He is very (supportive) of his friends.  
 
Ex. 5 Use expressions from Ex 1 to describe these situations.  
1 We both thought the other was going to pick up Roger. There was a …. 
2 The kids have been unhappy since their parents divorced. They come from a ….  
3 Her marriage has been both good and bad at different times. It has …. 
4 The two union leaders have had a serious disagreement which has split them. They had a 
serious …  
5 Two of the brothers have not spoken to their other brother for twenty years because of 
something bad that happened. I think it's a …. 


